In this study we investigated several of the most popular loss given default (LGD) models (least-squares method, Tobit, three-tiered Tobit, beta 
INTRODUCTION
The goal of loss given default (LGD) modeling is to produce simulated LGDs close to and correlated with historical LGDs. Difficulties with modeling depend directly on the specifics of the data used and on the limitations of the models.
In recent years, the importance of modeling LGD has increased significantly. The development, calibration and implementation strategies of LGD modeling have been analyzed and summarized in several publications (Gupton 2005; Schuermann 2004 ).
The predictive power of any LGD model depends, first of all, on the proper choice (and availability) of the model input parameters obtained from obligor information. These (predictive) variables were analyzed and used for LGD model calibration in many publications. For example, the nine-factor model was analyzed in Gupton and Stein (2002) , the survey of LGD model factors is presented in Friedman and Sandow (2003) . A case study of the modeling of bank loan LGDs where the primary factors (the period of loan origination, quality of the collateral, the loan size and the length of the relationship with the obligor) were identified is given in Chalupka and Kopecsni (2009) . The link between default and recovery rates was investigated in Altman et al (2003 Altman et al ( , 2004 and Altman (2006 Altman ( , 2010 . The incorporation of the dependence between probabilities of default and recovery rates investigated by Bade et al (2011) demonstrated some improvement of the LGD model. A significant impact of the uncertainty of model parameters on estimated LGDs was demonstrated by Luo and Shevchenko (2010) . The influence of the length of the LGD workout process on the level of estimated LGD can be significant, as shown in Gurtler and Hibbeln (2011) .
The LGD models based on the linear regression approach can be found in McDonald and Moffitt (1980) (the Tobit model), Huang and Oosterlee (2012) (beta regression model), Pereira and Cribari-Neto (2010) (inflated beta regression), Sigrist and Stahel (2010) and Sigrist and Stahel (2011) (censored gamma regression). Altman and Kalotay (2010) used a mixture of distributions to model LGD. The beta-component mixture for modeling LGD and credit default swap rates as model variables was successfully used in Baixauli and Alvarez (2010) . The bimodal structure of the LGD distribution was modeled by a mixture of two beta distributions in Hlawatsch and Ostrowski (2011) . The LGD model in the Merton-structured credit risk framework was also investigated in Jacobs (2011) .
The portfolio credit risk model dependent on LGD was developed in Hillebrand (2006) and compared with several alternative LGD models. Calibration methods for LGD models applied to mortgage markets can be found in van der Weija and den Hollandera (2009) . The results in Bellotti and Crook (2012) contain comparison of several models (Tobit, decision-tree model, beta transformation, fractional logit and the least-squares method). Bellotti and Crook (2012) demonstrated the importance of the inclusion of macroeconomic conditions (interest rates, unemployment levels and earning index) for LGD model stress testing. Yang and Tkachenko (2012) propose some empirical approaches for exposure at default/loss given default modeling and provide technical insights into their implementation. Validation techniques and performance metrics for loss given default models were introduced by Li et al (2009) .
An attempt to develop analytic formulas for downturn LGD estimation was made by Barco (2007) . The downturn LGDs were considered as a one-in-a-thousand-years event taking into account correlated probability of default and LGD. Rösch and Scheule (2007) developed a framework to stress sensitivities of risk drivers, and therefore the credit portfolio losses.
Given the results of all the above research publications, the main question for a practitioner remains: what is the best model for LGD estimation? The goals of our research are to provide comparative tests of popular LGD estimation models, to analyze their performance, to calibrate the models on different data subsets and to provide recommendations on how test results can be used for the stress testing of
LGDs.
We do not include data manipulation techniques. Based on some examples, we show how models can become sensitive to the choice of data.
METHODOLOGIES
The LGD models analyzed and compared in this paper are based on several different linear regression algorithms. A short summary of the models is given in this section.
Censored least-squares method
Given known historical LGD values LGD , coefficients x k are derived using the least-squares method (LSM) by minimizing the following object function:
where r ik is the kth predictive parameter for the i th counterparty, x k is the coefficient for the kth predictive parameter and x 0 is a constant ("intercept"). The LGD for debt facility i is estimated as
LGD i .x; r/ D maxOE0; minOE1; y i .x; r/: (2.3)
Censored linear regression (Tobit) model
The Tobit LGD model is based on the latent "loss" parameter z i for each debt facility i (see McDonald and Moffitt 1980) :
The latent loss variable z i is a normally distributed random value with expected value of y i and standard deviation of . Therefore, the probability of realization of LGD i D s can be expressed through the standard Gaussian function g. / as follows:
Assuming that all s 6 0 correspond to LGD D 0 and that all s > 1 correspond to
LGD D 1, we can define the probability function P i .x/ for LGD as follows:
(2.6) where 8) where N. / is a standard normal cumulative distribution function. The probability function (2.6) can be also presented in a more convenient form:
where ı. / is the standard delta function. Note that the probability (2.6) is also the function of model coefficients x k (k D 0; : : : ; n) and of the LGD volatility ; these are the subjects of the model calibration. The expected LGD for the i th debt facility is calculated as
The result is
the cumulative LGD probability can be calculated using (2.6):
The Áth percentile of the modeled LGDs (LGD .Á/ i ) is the solution of the equation
The calibration of the Tobit model consists in finding model coefficients x k (k D 0; : : : ; n) and LGD volatility by best fit of the model (with predictive parameters r ik ) to historical data LGD i (k D 1; : : : ; n and i D 1; : : : ; J ). If we consider the input data sample as a set of independent "measurements", then the best model fit is obtained by maximizing the total probability of getting the input data set
which is equivalent to minimization of the following objective function:
(2.14)
For numerical optimization we employ the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method (for solving nonlinear optimization problems without constraints). The linear dependence of the function (2.2) on explanatory variables r kj may not be sufficient to describe the cause-effect link of LGD j to r kj . It is possible to increase the flexibility of the model by including a quadratic term, such that
Note that the number of model coefficients for the nonlinear Tobit model is 2n C 1.
Censored linear regression three-tiered Tobit model
Since processes causing LGD to be zeros or ones may have a different nature from processes where 0 < LGD < 1, we introduce in this section a three-tiered model.
The
LGD estimator is introduced in this case in the following linear form:
where the components of the model coefficient vector x have the following meaning:
x 1;:::;n coefficients for the LGD D 0 model;
intercept for the LGD D 0 model;
x .nC3/ .2nC2/ coefficients for modeling 0 < LGD < 1;
x 2nC3 for the 0 < LGD < 1 model;
x 2nC4 intercept for the 0 < LGD < 1 model;
x .2nC5/ .3nC4/ coefficients for the LGD D 1 model;
intercept for the LGD D 1 model:
This LGD model is based on the following probability function for an i th facility:
(2.21) Here Ä is a normalization factor.
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The model coefficients x can be found as a result of the maximization of the following loglikelihood function:
Using calibrated model coefficients, we can estimate expected LGDs:
LGD
Inflated beta regression model
The inflated beta regression LGD model (Pereira and Cribari-Neto 2010) is based on the following probability function for an i th facility:
.1 P i 0
with 0 < i < 1 and i > 0 ( i being the mean value). Given P i 0 , P i 1 , i and i , we can calculate (using (2.24)) the probabilities
LGD i / of obtaining LGD i values. In order to establish a connection between explanatory variables r i k of debt facilities and expected facility LGDs, the following four linear predictors are introduced: 
Using the calibrated model, we can estimate the expected LGD for an i th debt facility:
The loglikelihood function (2.30) can be split as follows: 
The inflated beta regression model was tested using the R-coded function developed by Yashkir Consulting.
Beta linear regression model
If 0 < LGD < 1, then P 0 D P 1 D 0, reducing the problem to a general beta regression model (2.34). 1 This model can be also used if all LGDs are scaled as LGD D LGD.ˇ ˛/ C˛, calibration is performed using LGD , and values of LGD est (estimated on the basis of this calibration) are scaled back as LGD est D .
LGD est ˛/=.ˇ ˛/. The beta regression model was tested using the BetaReg library function of the R statistical package.
Censored gamma linear regression model
The censored gamma LGD model (Sigrist and Stahel 2010 ) is based on the following probability function for an ith facility:
where
with u > 0,˛> 0 and Â i > 0. Given ,˛and Â i , using (2.35) we can calculate the probabilities P i .
LGD i / of obtaining LGD i values. In order to establish a connection between explanatory variables r i k of debt facilities and expected facility LGDs, the following linear predictors are introduced: log˛D˛ ;
Here x k are model coefficients (including the intercept x 0 ). The model calibration involves finding coefficients and parameters˛ , by maximizing the following loglikelihood (objective) function:
The censored gamma regression model was tested using the R-coded function developed by Yashkir Consulting. 
DATA, EXPLANATORY VARIABLES AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS

Data used for LGD model calibration
The data set "All Data" represents all available data in an internal or an external database used for the LGD model development and calibration. In our analysis, All Data is the S&P LossStats data (2011 update, 4275 cases) of defaulted facilities. The "Peaks Data" is the LGD data related to the time periods of the business cycle when the number of defaults and losses is significantly higher than the average default and losses values. We chose years 1990-91 as Peak 1, years 2001-2 as Peak 2 and years 2008-9 as Peak 3. All three peaks have distinctly high levels of defaults and losses (shown in Figure 1 , based on the recent report from S&P (Standard & Poor's 2012)). During the peaks of the cycle, global market and credit conditions are different from during the quiet periods of the cycle, and therefore the most important predictive factors are correlated at a higher level with the historical LGD data collected for these time periods.
Methods discussed in this paper were tested on four data sets: All Data, Bankruptcy Data, Peaks Data and Bankruptcy Peaks Data. All Data represents all available LGD data in the data set. The Bankruptcy Data includes only bankruptcy data cases from All Data. We have considered and have used separately All Data and Bankruptcy Data. The Bankruptcy Peaks Data represents the bankruptcy data from the peak periods.
Explanatory variables/factors
The explanatory variables were chosen based on how they are correlated with the LGDs based on the collected historical data. The proper choice of data and instrument types are very important for good performance of the models, therefore, the model calibration was tested for several groups based on instrument types.
The following main five factors (explanatory variables) were used: Ranking (defines rank in the capital structure; the more senior the instrument, the higher the recovery rate), Debt Cushion (amount per percentage of debt below a defaulted instrument), Principal Above (amount of debt above a defaulted instrument), Effective Interest Rate (prepetition rate at the time the last coupon was paid) and Spread.
We introduce also three additional factors (dependence on industry, on the type of collateral, and on the facility ranking): Industry Mean LGD, Collateral Mean LGD and Ranking Mean LGD.
The choice of additional factors makes the model dependent on industry, collateral type, and ranking, for which no numerical predictive parameters are available. These additional factors were calculated as the mean of all LGD values for a given industry, for a given collateral type, and for a given ranking. For example, Industry Mean LGD is the mean value of all LGDs for the cases related to a specified industry. This value is added as an additional factor to all cases belonging to the specified industry. The same was done for Collateral Mean LGD and Ranking Mean LGD. The Collateral Mean LGD depends on the type of the collateral and it defines the mean of all cases for this type of collateral.
Correlation analysis
To identify factors that affect LGDs the most, their correlations were investigated and the results are presented in Table 1 on the next page and Table 2 on page 37 (where correlation coefficients with absolute values exceeding 10% are in bold).
If all instrument types are considered together, the correlation between instrument type mean LGDs and all LGDs is equal to 0:5103.
In the case of Peaks Data, if all instrument types are considered together, the correlation between instrument type mean LGDs and all LGDs is equal to 0.470. The comparison of the correlation level when using All Data and when using Peaks Data demonstrates the following. 
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(1) Correlations of historical LGDs with Industry Mean LGD (the mean of historical LGDs for a specified industry) are high for all instruments (from 14% to 68%).
(2) Changes in correlation level are clearly seen when comparing All Data correlation results and Peaks Data correlation results. The absolute values of correlation are higher for the Peaks Data results. For example, Revolving Credit correlation with Debt Cushion is equal to 0:299 when using All Data, and it is equal to 0:345 when using Peaks Data.
(3) The significance of Spread, Effective Interest Rate and Total Debt factors increases during cycle peaks (as expected) due to the influence of macroeconomic conditions increasing in cycle peaks.
The correlation level analysis demonstrates that sets of significant factors (explanatory variables) are different for different instruments (Table 3 on the facing page). In this table, the most significant explanatory variables are marked for each instrument. They were chosen based on the criterion that absolute values of correlations exceed 10%. The Spread data was not always available. Therefore, we did not include Spread in the calibration of models. Based on the similarity of the factor sets, there are three groups of instruments that should be calibrated together.
Group A: term loan and revolving credit.
Group B: senior unsecured.
Group C: senior secured bonds, senior subordinated bonds, subordinated bonds and junior subordinated bonds.
Note that, for testing purposes, we considered senior secured bonds separately, but the obtained results did not show visible improvement in calibration criteria.
COMPARATIVE MODEL ANALYSIS
Criteria for the methodology analysis
The goodness-of-fit and the model LGD correlation were chosen as the criteria for the methodology performance analysis. As a measure of goodness-of-fit (G) we use the following parameter (often called the "coefficient of determination"):
where MSE is the mean square error (model versus historical LGD) and varLGD is the variance of the input data. The interpretation of the parameter G is as follows.
For a "naive" model, where predicted values of the model LGD are equal to the mean historical LGD, we would have MSE D varLGD and G D 0 (the model "fit" is not better than the "naive" model). On the other hand, if a model provides prediction such that MSE varLGD (ideal case), then G 1 (a very good fit). Using MSE as a criterion of the fit quality might be misleading. In the following sections we will use the parameter G as a criterion for comparison of different models. Values of MSE and/or values of mean absolute error (MAE) are presented for convenience.
The model LGD correlation ( ), defined as the correlation between historical and simulated LGDs, is also used for model comparison.
Calibration details
This section describes the procedures, the R functions used and specific calibration approaches. Codes for Tobit, inflated beta and gamma regression models were developed by Yashkir Consulting using the statistical R package. Additional applications were developed in Python.
Least-squares method
The library function in R provides a solution of the problem (2.1):
where r is the matrix of explanatory variables for a given set of defaulted cases and L is the vector of observed LGDs. From the output object (list) Q we find the following: the coefficient vector x D Q 1 (including intercept x 0 ), the array of residuals ı D Q 2 and the modeled LGD L i ı i for the i th case.
Object function minimization
The library function in R provides a solution of (2.14) (Tobit model):
Q D optim.z;˚.z/; : : : /: (4.3)
From the output object (list) we find the coefficient vector z D .x; / D Q 1 .
Maximization of the loglikelihood function
The library function in R provides a solution of (2.22) (three-tiered Tobit model):
Q D optim.x; H.x/; : : : /: (4.4)
From the output object (list) we find the coefficient vector x D Q 1 . 
Maximization of the loglikelihood function for beta regression
The library function in R provides a solution of (2.34):
where FORMULA is the string "LGD N 1 C N 2 C " and DATA is the table containing input data in the format in Table 4 , where N i (predictive variable names) and LGD are column headers, V j i and LGD j are corresponding numerical values for every j th transaction.
2 From the output object (list) Q we find the following: the coefficient vector x D Q 1 (including intercept x 0 ) and the array of residuals ı D Q 2 .
The modeled LGD for the i th case is
In general, an LGD of any j th transaction is estimated as
LGD j D 1 1 C e y j ; (4.6) with the predictor
Term loan and revolving credit (Group A)
Results of the various methods' performances are presented in Table 5 on the next page for Instrument Group A (term loan and revolving credit). The best fit for these instruments was obtained using the LSM and BetaReg. Two important observations can be made for the case of term loans and revolving credits:
(1) the best fit for all sets of data was achieved by using the LSM;
(2) the best fit was achieved on Peaks Data using the LSM and BetaReg (goodnessof-fit is approximately 0:23 and correlation is approximately 0:47).
In peak conditions of the cycle, the predictive power of the chosen facility parameters increases, which results in higher values of goodness-of-fit and correlations for Peaks Data. This outcome of comparative tests for different calibration models clearly indicates that the success of LGD modeling depends mainly on the availability (and proper choice) of explanatory variables and on data quality, but not on fitting techniques.
Senior unsecured (Group B)
Senior unsecured transactions (Instrument Group B) do not have any collateral. According to the correlation matrices (Table 1 on page 36 and Table 2 on page 37), main parameters that are highly correlated with the historical LGDs are Industry Mean LGD and the Effective Interest Rate 4 . Therefore, in the case of senior unsecured transactions the main factor defining the LGD level at default is the industry cluster to which the facility belongs. The case of senior unsecured transactions (Group B) is difficult to model because only two parameters (Industry Mean LGD and EIR) have substantial correlation with historical LGDs. Results are presented in Table 6 . Two important observations can be made for the case of senior unsecured: (1) the best fit for all sets of data is done again using the LSM;
(2) the best fit was achieved on Bankruptcy Peaks Data using the LSM and BetaReg (goodness-of-fit is approximately 0:32 and correlation is approximately is 0:57). The dependency on Bankruptcy Peaks Data shows that for bankruptcy cases in peak conditions of the cycle, the industry becomes even more important. It should be noted that for this group of instruments, calibrated on Bankruptcy Peaks Data, the Tobit and GammaReg models also provide sufficiently good fit (goodness-of-fit is approximately 0:30, and correlation is approximately 0:56). For contracts with fixed interest rates (if default data contains this rate) the Effective Interest Rate can also be used for calibration.
Senior secured, senior subordinated, subordinated, and junior subordinated bonds (Group C)
For Instrument Group C (senior secured, senior subordinated, subordinated, and junior subordinated bonds), according to the correlation matrices (Table 1 on page 36 and  Table 2 on page 37), the main parameters that are highly correlated with the historical LGDs are: Debt Cushion, Principal Above, Effective Interest Rate, Industry Mean LGD, Collateral Mean LGD, Ranking Mean LGD.
The Instrument Group C model strongly depends on Debt Cushion, Principal Above, Industry Mean LGD, Collateral Mean LGD and Ranking Mean LGD. Results are presented in Table 7 on the facing page. The EIR can also be used if available. Two important observations can be made for this case: (1) the best fit for all sets of data is done again using the LSM;
(2) the best fit was achieved on Bankruptcy Data using the LSM and BetaReg (goodness-of-fit is approximately 0:39, and correlation is approximately 0:63).
The dependency on chosen factors and Bankruptcy Data shows the importance of the proper choice of main factors. It should be noted that, for this group of instruments, the Tobit model also provides sufficiently good fit (goodness-of-fit is approximately 0:38, and correlation is approximately 0:62) on Bankruptcy Data. The results from inflated beta also provide sufficiently good fit (goodness-of-fit is approximately 0:37, and correlation is approximately 0:62). The results show that the factors were well chosen. The inclusion of the EIR does not change the goodness-of-fit or correlation. 
CALIBRATION EXAMPLES WITH THE BEST FITTING RESULTS
The results presented in this section are the best fit as described above. The marker " " in Table 8 on the facing page, Table 9 on the facing page and Table 10 on page 50 indicates the most important factors. 5 Our results show that the factors for all three groups were properly chosen and are the important factors for the simulation.
Term loans plus revolving credit (Group A)
The best fit was obtained with Peaks Data using the LSM and BetaReg (Table 8 on the facing page). It should be noted (in addition to the criteria used) that the mean of the historical LGDs (equal to 0:247) and the mean of the simulated LGDs (equal to 0:250 for LSM, and equal to 0:258 for BetaReg) are very close. This is a supporting factor for the models' results.
The historical LGDs and the model simulated LGDs (LSM model) are presented in part (a) of Figure 2 on page 51. In this figure the historical LGDs (solid line) and 
Senior unsecured (Group B)
The best fit was obtained for Bankruptcy Peaks Data using the LSM and BetaReg (Table 9 on the preceding page). In addition to the fitting quality criteria used, it is worth mentioning that the mean of the historical LGDs (equal to 0.5617) and the mean of the simulated LGDs (equal to 0.5616 for LSM, and is equal to 0.5583 for BetaReg) are very close. This is a supporting factor for the models' results. Limited flexibility of modeling of senior unsecured LGDs is due to the fact that only Industry Mean LGD has significant importance for these instruments. The chosen factors are all shown to be important.
The historical LGDs and the model simulated LGDs (model LSM) are presented in part (a) of Figure 4 on page 52, and the simulated LGD histogram is presented in part (b). There is concentration of the simulated values around the mean value as expected. Simulated LGDs (dots) reflect the general trend of historical LGDs (solid line).
Senior secured, senior subordinated, subordinated and junior subordinated bonds (Group C)
The best fit for Bankruptcy Data was obtained using the LSM and BetaReg models ( Table 10 ). Note that the mean of the historical LGDs (equal to 0:6178) and the mean of the simulated LGDs (equal to 0:6190 for LSM, and to 0:6123 for BetaReg) are very close. LGD (input)
All chosen factors, except EIR, are shown to be important. The historical LGDs (solid line) and the model simulated LGDs (dots, LSM model) are presented in part (a) of Figure 5 on the next page, and the histogram of simulated LGDs is shown in part (b). The results show good agreement between the simulated and the historical LGDs. The "cloud" of simulated values follows the historical LGDs.
Summary of calibration examples on the All Data set
The results of our tests for instrument Groups A-C based on the All Data set are presented in Table 11 . In the last row, the results of the LGD "mixture" model test by Yang and Tkachenko (2012) are presented for comparison. In their tests, Yang and Tkachenko explored several models (logit raw, HL logit, logit, least-squares logit, naive Bayes, mixture and neural network) and found that the "mixture" model has the lowest fitting error. The results of our tests provide a similar or better level of fitting errors. Finally, as an example, we compare calibration results for Groups A and C with a "naive" model, where the model LGDs are defined as historical average LGD.
Results presented in Table 12 on the next page demonstrate clearly advantages of using parameter G as a criterion for model comparison. For example, in the case of Group A, the MAE only changes from 23.65% to 20.21%, but the goodness-of fit changes dramatically from 0.06% to 16.58%.
DATA SENSITIVITY AND STRESS TESTING
Data sensitivity test
The example for the data set of senior unsecured cases was tested to demonstrate the sensitivity of results to adjustments of the initial data. The initial historical data was adjusted by excluding all cases where LGDs are lower than 15% (taking into account that LGDs for this instrument, in general, could not be low). After performing the model calibration (BetaReg) and the simulation of the LGDs, we obtained the following results (see Figure 6 on the next page). The fit is better than for the case described for the general senior unsecured case (correlation increased from 0:52 to 0:54). This example shows that even small filtering of the data made based on the 1  101  151  201  251  301  351  401  451  501  551  601  651  701  751  801  851  901  951  1001  1051  1101  1151  1201  1251  51 Facility number All Data calibration (solid line). Bankruptcy Data calibration (dots).
reasonable business assumptions could improve calibration results even for difficult cases such as senior unsecured.
Stress testing for LGDs
The approach of the LGD stress testing comes naturally from the results of our analysis of models and data. The stress-test procedure is as follows.
(1) Derive model coefficients for peak periods using the Peaks Data and/or data for each peak separately. These coefficients emphasize the peak of crisis period in the business cycle conditions.
(2) Run simulations of All Data LGDs using these peak-related coefficients.
The resulting simulated LGDs provide predictions of the LGD levels in crisis (stress) conditions. The simulation results with Bankruptcy Data coefficients are presented in Figure 7 . 1  101  151  201  251  301  351  401  451  501  551  601  651  701  751  801  851  901  951  1001  1051  1101  1151  1201  1251 The simulation results for Bankruptcy Data coefficients and Bankruptcy Peaks Data coefficients are presented in Figure 8 . The mean of simulated LGDs based on All Data coefficients is equal to 0:55; the mean of simulated LGDs based on Bankruptcy Data coefficients is equal to 0:62; and the mean of simulated LGDs based on Bankruptcy Peaks Data coefficients is equal to approximately 0:66. Therefore, the average LGD increase, compared with the All Data LGD level, is equal to 7% (calibration on Bankruptcy Data), and it is equal to 11% (calibration on Bankruptcy Peaks Data). The Bankruptcy Data results and Bankruptcy Peaks Data results are shown in Figure 8 .
Our approach for the estimation of downturn LGDs does not require any additional model assumptions such as the analytic approach by Barco (2007) or the parameter sensitivity approach by Rösch and Scheule (2007) . It naturally follows the chosen model calibration procedure and the data choice. The downturn LGDs are estimated based on the chosen data subset consistent with the downturn conditions in the busi-ness cycle. If a financial institution does not have enough data for the Peaks Data data set, then the external data for peaks periods can be used (following specific Basel II regulations). The external data set that contains all available cases provides the data for the peak/stress LGD calibration.
CONCLUSIONS
Several of the most popular LGD models (LSM, Tobit, three-tiered Tobit, beta regression, inflated beta regression, censored gamma regression) were tested on real data in order to compare their performance. Model factors were chosen based on the amplitude of their correlation with historical LGDs of the calibration data set. Numerical values of nonquantitative parameters (industry, ranking, type of collateral) were introduced as their LGD averages. It was shown that for a given input data set, the model calibration quality depends mainly on the proper choice (and availability) of explanatory variables (model factors), but not on the model used for fitting, different debt instruments depend on different sets of model factors (from three factors for revolving credit or for subordinated bonds to eight factors for senior secured bonds), calibration of LGD models using distressed business cycle periods provides a better fit than the data from the total available time span, calibration parameters obtained using distressed business cycle periods can be productively used for stress testing.
Calibration algorithms and details of their realization using the R statistical package are presented. The results of this study can be of use to risk managers concerned with compliance with the Basel Accord.
